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Non Fiction – Ocean animal fact file 

Success Criteria 

Composition Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation 

  

 

 Session 1 Session 2 
LC  Can you compare fact and fiction? Can you describe an under the sea animal? 
 Introduce the topic of non fiction and tell the children that 

they are going to write a fact file about an ocean animal. Ask 
the children what the word fact means. Establish that it is real 
information. Look at some examples of fiction and non fiction 
books and work as a class to decide whether the books are 
fiction or non fiction by looking at the pictures / text etc. 
 
Show the children some sentences on the board and ask 
them to work with a partner to decide whether they are fact  
or whether they are made up. 
Activity: Children to work in groups to separate facts from 
made up / fictional sentences. 
 
Differentiation: 
1: With T/TA reading sentences 
2: With T/TA for support when needed 
3: Independently. Additional challenge: Write down a factual 
and a fictional sentence. Ask friend to decide which is which. 
 

Remind the children about facts. What is a fact? Who can tell me a 
fact about an ocean animal. 
 
Ask the children to think about their favourite ocean animal (give a 
choice from the sheets available) and look at some key words. Tell 
them they are going to describe their favourite ocean animal. (have 
pictures for reference). Remind children about using only factual 
information. 
 
Activity: Children to use the ocean animal description sheets to write 
a description of an ocean animal. 
 
Differentiation: 
1: With T/TA writing key words from sheets and putting into 
sentences orally. 
2: Choosing key words and writing in sentences. 
Working independently with word bank for support. 

 



Additional Classroom Activities: Under the sea wordsearch, under the sea word cards and magnetic letters, under the sea 
rhyming words sheet, under the sea cutting skills sheet. 


